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After extensive competitor research, a target market overview, and 
evaluation of design trends, we used the findings to help build a new brand 
visual identity that is unique, memorable, and psychologically e�ective.

This guide presents the new brand visual identity and informs outlines the 
rules and guidelines to help keep it consistent across platforms. Also 
included are the collateral materials developed to support the brand visual 
universe.
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BRAND GUIDELINES



We chose the following keywords to be the main
themes or pillars of the whole design development:

Expertise
Collaboration
Innovation
High Quality
Customization

These themes informed the use of creativity tools,
such as mood boards, through various iterations of
the creative process to create the logo on the right.

The logo is a synthesis of our discoveries and some
important design principles that are responsible for
e�ectively transmitting the main idea and positive
feelings to the final customer.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 04MAIN LOGO



LOGO VARIATIONS

Main logo Main logo with negative font

Grayscale logo Negative logoGrayscale with negative font Positive logo

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 05

These logo variations were created to o�er flexibility for di�erent situations, allowing scalability while keeping the
brand’s integrity across platforms.



X = 1/2 height of the “I”
in “INTEGRAL”

LOGO GRID TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 06

The logo grid’s main purpose is to enable a harmonious and visually coherent logo construction.
The IRD logo was created on a grid of squares, whereby the side of one square corresponds to half the height
of the letter “I” in “Integral.”



X = Total height of
the letter “I” from

“INTEGRAL”
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SAFETY MARGIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 07

The safety margin determines a safe area around the logo that protects it from external visual interferences. The margin
must not be exceeded, in order to ensure a good legibility of the brand. The spacing used for the margin is the same as
the total height of the letter “I” from “Integral”.



BACKGROUND CONTROL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 08

Background control is set to maintain brand legibility on di�erent backgrounds.
See the examples below to for good uses of the logo variations according to how light or dark the background is.
The columns are ordered by priority levels — so if the first one doesn’t look good in the design, try the second or third priority.

1

2

3



BACKGROUND CONTROL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 09

When used on top of a photo, a black or white layer with opacity has to be added between the photo and the logo.
For a black layer, the recommended opacity is over 60%
For a white layer, the recommended opacity is over 85%



BACKGROUND CONTROL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 10

When used on top of the brand’s color palette, it’s necessary to consider the guidelines below to know exactly what
version should be applied. These are the only colors the logo can be applied directly to. You’ll see more about
background guidelines in the “background control” section.



Primary Secondary

#FFFFFF

#B4F3F3 #55D5D5 #44B0B0 #949494 #595959 #323232

#E0C0FF #C99AF7 #A87ED1

COLOR PALETTE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 11

The chosen colors are deeply connected to the brand’s essence. The blue and white as primary tones bring a feeling of
confidence, professionalism and security. The purple means transformation and is being used as secondary color, so it
adds a strong personality to the brand while highlighting important things. The combination of both make the visual
identity unique and memorable for those who see it.



#74F6F6 +
#E2C5FF

#55D5D5 + #C99AF7 #41D2D2 +
#AD69EF

#7AFFFF +
#53CFCF

#55D5D5 +
#44B0B0

#3EA6A6 +
#0F8787

#B975FB +
#9A56DD

#D9FFFF +
#8CF3F3

#B4F3F3 +
#55D5D5

#F1E2FF +
#C39DE8

#C99AF7 +
#A87ED1

#F1E2FF +
#DBB6FF

#E0C0FF +
#C99AF7

GRADIENTS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 12

The gradients are also a primary element of the visual identity. By using them, we make sure the “customization,”
“fluidity,” and “collaboration” pillars are addressed, at the same time we transform the brand into something very memorable.

Primary

Secondary



Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Titles
Kumbh Sans

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Regular texts
Tajawal

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Web applications
Arial

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Logo
Montserrat

FONTS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 13

The fonts are all non-serif, which is a common style for brands that are friendly and modern. Brand fonts ensure that
brand-related materials and applications are always consistent and compose a visual unit.



It is not permitted forbidden to distort the logo It is not permitted to remove logo elements

It is not permitted to change the order of
logo elements

It is not permitted to change
the institutional colors of the logo

PROHIBITIONS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 14

Restrictions ensure that the brand remains intact and no changes are made that harm the logo and its readability.



PROHIBITIONS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 15

Prohibitions are defined so that the brand remains intact and no changes are made that harm the logo and its readability.

It is not permitted to change the aspect ratio
of the logo

It is not permitted to rotate the logo or part of it

It is not permitted to add shadow to the logo It is not permitted to add contour to the logo



PROHIBITIONS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 16

Prohibitions are defined so that the brand remains intact and no changes are made that harm the logo and its readability.

It is not permitted to change the font of the logo

It is not permitted to apply the logo on colorful backgrounds that
are not aligned with the rules on the background control section.

It is not permitted to invade the safety
margin of the logo



GRAPHICS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 17

Graphics are visual elements that endorse the brand's values in the company's graphic materials.



GRAPHICS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 18

The graphics also must follow certain rules: for white backgrounds, 50% opacity should be used. When applied on
photos, 100% opacity should be used with the color gradient or in white. The graphics can be rotated and reflected
without restrictions for flexible applications.



PHOTOGRAPHY STYLE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 19

Photography is an important element of the brand universe. The chosen style for IRD uses photos of people smiling and
working happily together. Basically, 90% of the photography for the brand will include only people and 10% will include other
things. By focusing on people, we reinforce the pillars of collaboration and human relationship.



ICONOGRAPHY STYLE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 20

The iconography style chosen was a simple, modern, and minimalist visual. The icons are divided into categories
according to the user’s needs. The icons are mainly dark grey with a small touch of gradient.
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This project was developed by Mind Hous, Inc.
www.themindhous.com

THANK YOU.


